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Abstract
Purpose: With the recent developments in information technologies, natural language
processing (NLP) practices have made tasks in many areas easier and more practical.
Nowadays, especially when big data are used in most research, NLP provides fast and
easy methods for processing these data. The main objective of this paper is to identify
subfields of library and information science (LIS) where NLP can be used and to
provide a guide based on bibliometrics and social network analyses for researchers
who intend to study this subject.
Design/methodology/approach: Within the scope of this study, 6,607 publications,
including NLP methods published in the field of LIS, are examined and visualized by
social network analysis methods.
Findings: After evaluating the obtained results, the subject categories of publications,
frequently used keywords in these publications, and the relationships between these
words are revealed. Finally, the core journals and articles are classified thematically
for researchers working in the field of LIS and planning to apply NLP in their research.
Originality/value: The results of this study draws a general framework for LIS field and
guides researchers on new techniques that may be useful in the field.

Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) is a process of understanding how texts, speeches,
and similar materials are used by computerized systems and how they are operated
on computers (Chowdhury, 2003, p. 51). The Oxford Dictionary defines NLP as “the
application of computational techniques to the analysis and synthesis of natural
language and speech” (Natural Language Processing, 2017). The main goal of these
applications is to realize a human-like language processing for several tasks or
applications and to analyze the generated texts with computational techniques (Liddy,
2010, p. 3864). With similar applications, detailed linguistic analyses are possible, and
large texts can easily be analyzed.
Although NLP approaches were initially applied for endangered languages to prevent
their extinction, these approaches have been recently used in many studies to organize
and make sense of big data. Currently, it would be more difficult and time-consuming
to work without NLP many fields, including marketing, information validation, and
information retrieval or visualization. The main aim of this study is to provide
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information about the main stages of NLP applications and to provide a detailed
bibliometric approach on the literature about NLP published in the field of library and
information science (LIS). In this respect, potential subjects, which can employ different
NLP methods, can be revealed, and ideas about future trends can be obtained. The
main research questions are as follows:
-

What are the main NLP applications used in LIS literature? What is the historical
evolution of NLP subjects?
Which journals should be followed by researchers new to NLP, and how is the
distribution of these journals according to the subtopics of NLP applications?
What are the prominent publications on NLP for LIS?

In this context, basic features of NLP applications are first presented, and then works of
the literature are gathered and evaluated to reveal the main characteristics of the field.

Natural Language Processing
Levels of NLP Tasks
Natural language processing is divided into seven basic levels (Fig.1), from the
simplest to the most difficult (Feldman, 1999, p. 62-64; Liddy, 2010, p. 3867-3868). In
this manner, NLP tasks are carried out for many studies, and large texts in any
language can easily be analyzed.

Figure 1. Seven levels of NLP (Feldman, 1999, p. 62-64; Liddy, 2010, p. 3867-3868).

Studies carried out at a phonetic level are designed to understand spoken languages
or pronunciations. In the literature, various studies have been conducted on languages
to prevent their extinction (Çarkı, Geutner, & Schultz, 2000; Schultz & Waibel, 2001;
Shen, Wu, & Tsai, 2015). The next level, morphology, deals with the smallest parts of
words, morphemes. Using morphology, the main features of languages can be
revealed, and the roots and suffixes of words can be discriminated. For example,

similar applications developed for Turkish language, which is one of the agglutinative
languages in the world, are included in the literature (Eryiğit, 2014; Zemberek NLP,
2015). The main aim of the lexical level is to understand the meanings of words. The
fourth level (syntactic) uncovers the grammatical structures of sentences, and several
studies have been conducted on it (e.g., Arısoy, Saraçlar, Roark, & Shafran, 2010),
while the semantic level aims to reveal the meanings of words. These two levels
(semantic and syntactic) are combined for discourse level studies. The most
complicated level is the pragmatic level, which aims to understand the purposeful use
of languages in situations. To achieve NLP tasks successfully, it is necessary to
investigate all or a few of these levels. Each level is a continuation of the previous level;
that is, while the simplest NLP task is performed at the phonetic level, the most
complicated/detailed task is performed at the pragmatic level.
NLP Applications
Since there are various purposes for processing natural language texts, many applications
have been developed for each purpose. The most common NLP applications in the
literature are as follows:










Information Retrieval: With the recent increase in the amount of information, the
application of NLP to access meaningful information has become important. The
main purpose of this application, which is defined as “document retrieval” or “text
retrieval” in various studies, is to enable individuals’ access any section of a
paragraph, book, or large-scale text (Lewis & Jones, 1996, p. 92).
Information Extraction: The application of information extraction is based on the
identification, labeling, and extraction of key elements, such as people’s names,
institutions, locations, and countries from large texts (Liddy, 2010, p. 3871).
Information extraction may be used with other NLP applications because extracted
data may form the basis of complex NLP tasks (Blake, 2013, p. 129).
Machine Translation: This application is based on the automatic translation of
texts or speeches from one language to another. This practice aims to integrate
different cultures, remove language barriers, and preserve ancient languages
(Manning & Schütze, 1999, p. 463).
Summarization: Summarization systems are based on using some linguistic or
statistical methods to choose the most important words or phrases from sentences
or paragraphs in large texts, and creating a meaningful summary to represent the
text (Chowdhury, 2003, p. 60).
Text Categorization: These applications are predictive models used for various
purposes such as image or pattern recognition, weather forecasting, and disease
diagnostics (Silahtaroğlu, 2013, p. 67). Categorization techniques are based on
various classes depending on the basic text features (Blake, 2013, p. 136).

NLP and Bibliometrics
Studies in which NLP methods and bibliometric analyses are performed together have
been very common in recent years. These studies can be categorized into two groups:
studies in which NLP applications are used to increase performance of bibliometric studies
and studies in which NLP articles are analyzed by bibliometric methods.
In the literature, the abovementioned NLP applications have all been used to improve the
performance of bibliometric studies. Information extraction, which is the most frequently
used application, is used to access the names of authors, institutions, and countries of
publications, especially when there are standardization problems in citation indexes
(Galvez & Moya-Anegón, 2007; Hooper, Neves, & Bordea, 2015; Taşkın & Al, 2013;
Taşkın & Al, 2014). In these cases, automated information extraction processes can be
carried out with NLP software such as Nooj, Saffron, and Intex. In addition, information
extraction algorithms have been developed for detecting citation sentences from full texts
(Kim, Le, & Thoma, 2014; Taşkın, Al, & Sezen, 2017). In a recent study, it was also stated
that an NLP-based extraction system has been used to analyze the interpretation of a
specific term (Web of Science) in a dataset (Li, Rollins, & Yan, 2018).
The approach of pennant diagrams, developed in the center of relevance and
bibliometrics and based on information retrieval, provides a convergence between
information retrieval applications and bibliometrics. Currently, these diagrams
developed by Howard White (2007) are frequently used for bibliometric studies (e.g.,
Akbulut, 2016; Carevic & Mayr, 2014; White, 2018).
There is a strong relationship between bibliometrics and information retrieval when
citation indexes are the main data source for bibliometric studies. The quality of data
in citation indexes can increase the success of these studies. This strong connection
between the concepts, bibliometrics, and information retrieval has facilitated the
organization of new events that address this connection. The intersections of
bibliometrics and information retrieval are presented in detail at the International
Society for Scientometrics and Informetrics conference in Vienna, 2013, with the theme
“Combining Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval.” Its selected papers are published
in Scientometrics in 2015 (Mayr & Scharnhorst, 2015). Similarly, the Joint Workshop
on Bibliometric-enhanced IR and NLP for Digital Libraries (BIRNDL) event, which has
been held regularly for three years as part of the Association for Computing
Machinery's Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (ACM SIGIR)
conferences, also provides platforms to present works on bibliometric-enhanced
information retrieval for authors working in the field (BIRNDL2018, 2018).
Summarization is one of the subjects of some bibliometric studies in the literature. For
instance, one study focused on creating a summary of a field by using different
publications in the dataset (Nanba & Okumura, 1999). In a similar study, text
summarization was performed using co-citation clusters, and as result, the automatic
summarization system significantly outperformed the baseline in both metrics
(Fiszman, Demner-Fushman, Kılıçoğlu, & Rindflesch, 2009). In another study, domain
summarization was successfully performed as a result of co-citation analyses (Chen,
Ibekwe-SanJuan, & Hou, 2010).

Semantic applications are often used for analyzing research results or determining the
meaning of citations. For instance, the bibliometric and semantic nature of negative results
publications was examined in a study, wherein negative expressions were determined
using Nooj software (Gumpenberger, Gorraiz, Wieland, Roche, Schiebel, Besagni, &
François, 2013). In another study, a citation-weighting proposal was introduced using
semantic analysis applications for computational bibliometrics domain (Avram, Velter, &
Dumitrache, 2014). Semantic and syntactic analyses are often preferred for content-based
citation analyses, which may replace the traditional citation counting. The main aim of
studies using semantic and syntactic features of citations is to develop new-generation
citation indicators using NLP techniques (e.g., Adedayo, 2015; Catalini, Lacetera, & Oettl,
2015; Jha, Jbara, Qazvinian, & Radev, 2016; Maričić, Spaventi, Pavičić, & Pifat-Mrzljak,
1998; Taşkın & Al, 2018). In addition, the lexical level of NLP is preferred for nanobibliometric studies in the literature (e.g., Glänzel, Heeffler, & Thijs, 2017).
All the above studies are applications of NLP meant to enhance the quality of
bibliometric studies. However, in the literature, papers on NLP have been analyzed
using bibliometric methods. One of these works is the bibliometric analysis of NLP
studies in health field (Chen, Xie, Wang, Liu, Xu, & Hao, 2018). In this study, subthemes affecting the field were determined as computational biology, terminology
mining, information extraction, text classification, and information retrieval. In another
study that examined clinical NLP studies, it was found that the most frequently used
text types are patient-authored texts, transcribed audios, and online encyclopedic
resources (Névéol & Zweigenbaum, 2016). In another study, papers on data mining
published in a conference proceedings book were analyzed (Mikova, 2016). In this
study, the emerging words were identified as web scraping, ontology modeling,
advanced bibliometrics, semantics, and sentiments analysis. In a review, publications
on NLP were examined in depth, and it was found that the future of NLP lies in the
biologically and linguistically motivated computational paradigms that enable narrative
understanding and hence sense making (Cambria & White, 2014).
Although there are a large number of studies on bibliometric and information science using
NLP applications in the literature, no bibliometric analysis has been made on these
publications. This work aims to fill this gap and provide a roadmap for new researchers.

Data and Methods
In this study, LIS studies on NLP and its various applications were examined in depth
by the Web of Science’s core indexes using a data collection process. The first step
was to create the dataset using the query below:
TS=("natural language processing" OR "text categorization" OR "information
retrieval" OR "machine translation" OR "information extraction" OR
summarization) OR TI=("natural language processing" OR "text categorization"
OR "information retrieval" OR "machine translation" OR "information extraction"
OR summarization)) AND WC="Information science & Library Science"
Timespan: All years. Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCISSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, ESCI

The query to create the dataset was performed on the Web of Science on April 19,
2018, and we realized 6,607 publications. These publications were downloaded in tab
delimited (.txt) format and corrections/unifications were made on author (AU), citation
(CR), source (SO), keyword (DE & ID), and abstract (AB) fields (Clarivate Analytics,
2018) to ensure data quality and standardization. The steps carried out in the data
standardization process were as follows:
-

-

-

-

The authors with two names/surnames and different authors with the same
names in the datasets causes consistency problems for social network analysis
studies. Therefore, we conducted name standardization process for author
names. In this context, the names of the authors were listed and problematic
author names were unified.
In some cases, identifying and analyzing citations of some publications that have
not a DOI number can create consistency problems for co-citation analyses. In
order to ensure consistency in the most cited publications in our dataset, the entire
list of cited papers was obtained and repetitive publications were unified.
Journal name changes may also affect social network analyses negatively because
the journals, which changed their names, can be represented as different journals
on the maps. In this context, even if the journals were renamed, it was standardized
under the last names of the journals to ensure consistency.
The most important consistency problem in keyword or co-occurrence maps is
conducting analyses without parsing of keywords in titles or abstracts. If the
standardization process for keywords is not conducted before analysis, it is
possible to encounter many words that are duplicated in keyword maps for
reasons such as plural suffixes, word phrases and verb inflections. In this
context, all the keywords were simplified to the most basic form for analysis. In
addition, word phrases were identified to provide consistency.

Data was made ready for analysis with this standardization process carried out for the
dataset. To mention the features of the publications in our dataset, 65% of publications
are articles, 18% are proceedings and 9% are book reviews. The publications spread
across 17 different document types. The distribution of publications and citations by
year is shown on Fig. 2.
Two different kinds of visualization software were used to visualize the evolution of the
NLP literature and its changes over time. While VOSviewer1 software is used for drawing
a general framework of the field, CiteSpace2 software is used for visualizing trends for
years. The Vosviewer software works with tab-delimited text and CiteSpace software
with field delimited text file formats. Therefore, standardized data files were converted
into formats that meets software requirements. The use of both software is different from
each other and thus, manuals of them may be examined for detailed information (Chen,
2018; van Eck, & Waltman, 2018).
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Figure 2. Distribution of articles and their citations by year (logarithmic scale).

Findings
Convergence of Categories
The subject categories of the Web of Science were used to find the distribution of
studies in the field of NLP and to show their convergence. Regarding the number of
publications, the most centralized and frequent category is naturally “Information
Science & Library Science” because the dataset is limited by LIS. According to the
centralities, LIS is followed by “Business & Economics” (0.40) and “Computer Science,
Artificial Intelligence” (0.35). The category with the second highest frequency of
publications is “Computer Science” (4,737 publications), and it is followed by
“Computer Science, Information Systems” with 4,576 publications. In Fig. 3, the
relationships of each subject categories for years can be observed.3
Five-year intervals were used to draw the timeline, and all the items for each slice are
shown in Fig. 3. The distribution of the categories can be evaluated in four basic clusters,
which are NLP, decision support system, dictionary based systems, and recommender
systems. Cluster names were defined by CiteSpace using the most common words in
publications. According to the map, studies in the field of computer science and
information science began in 1954. In the 1960s, it converged to only the fields of law
and social sciences. Until the 1980s, no other subject areas were seen in the map. By
the 1980s, it became clear that the applications of NLP began in education, health
sciences, management, and linguistics. In addition, NLP techniques have been used in
recent years for environmental studies such as environmental risk assessment. It can
also be traced from the network map that, in recent years, NLP techniques have been
3

The extended version of the network, which includes divisions of subject clusters, is available at
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applied in history, psychology, and art. This proves that the NLP, which is thought to be
related to only computer science, actually has an interdisciplinary structure and can be
used in many fields from law to history. This also indicates that the transdisciplinary
structure of the field will continue to increase in the following years, as studies on NLP
have been carried out in 58 of the 252 Web of Science subject categories.

Figure 3. Distribution of publications to the subject categories and their relations.

Title and Keyword Analysis
By analyzing various words used in the different sections of scientific articles such as
keywords, abstracts, titles, and full texts, the word maps of the fields can be revealed,
and thematic links between studies can be obtained. Keywords are considered as the
main elements for analyses in some studies (Ding, Chowdhury, & Foo, 2001; Sue &
Lee, 2010), while the words in the abstracts and titles are used to expand the scope of
some studies (Rotto & Morgan, 1997; Sedighi, 2016). Rotto and Morgan (1997, p. 101)
stated that co-word analyses should include abstracts because specific research can
only be revealed in this way. In this study, co-word analysis was carried out using titles
and abstracts of NLP publications. For this analysis, singular/plural words and
synonyms were parsed to standardize the words. Then, the abbreviations were unified,

to ensure that each word is included only once in the co-word map. The network map
creation after these steps is as shown in Fig. 4.4

Figure 4. Co-word analysis of title and abstracts (for interactive map, please visit https://goo.gl/GspS9C).

VosViewer determined four main clusters5 in the co-word analysis, and 289 nodes were
determined for the first cluster (red), 269 for the second (green), 201 for the third (blue),
and 185 for the fourth (yellow). To name these clusters in terms of thematic distribution,
the first cluster can be considered to contain the basic/traditional subjects of LIS. The most
used and strongest term in the cluster is “Library,” which has strong connections with the
other clusters (total link strength: 4,928; links: 808) followed by “student,” “university,” and
“information science” terms. The most used words in bibliometric studies such as “citation
analysis,” “bibliometrics,” and “citation data” are also in this cluster. In addition, concepts
such as bibliography, documentation, and knowledge management, which are traditional
LIS subjects, can be traced in this cluster. The use of NLP techniques or applications in
traditional subjects is important as it shows that all the areas of the LIS field are
harmonized to technological innovations along with their subfields.
Considering the second cluster, the word “performance” is not only the strongest node
of its own cluster but of the whole map (total link strength: 5,995; links: 829).
“Performance” seems to have strong connections with other clusters according to the
importance of performance evaluations in LIS and NLP. “Algorithm,” “word,” and
“similarity” follow “performance.”
The third cluster includes keywords on human information behaviors, information retrieval
models, and user experiences. The strongest words are “implication,” “behavior,” and
4
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keywords do not have strong links to others. Therefore, it is excluded from the analysis.

“participant.” Many elements in this cluster are often related to the end user experiences,
such as user interaction and usability. This cluster converges to the red cluster because
information behaviors are one of the fundamental subtopics of the LIS domain.
The last cluster contains key applications, algorithms, and techniques used for
performance evaluations in NLP studies. The most powerful keywords of this cluster are
“precision,” “recall,” and “NLP.” It can be traced from the map that this cluster is close to
the green cluster containing the performance evaluation. Therefore, the green and
yellow clusters can be correctly evaluated together and classified under the title “NLP
and performance evaluations.”
Similar results were obtained in the map produced by CiteSpace6, which shows the
changes of keywords and their relationships with each other over the years. Studies
that began with “information retrieval” at the end of 1950s focused only on computer
technology until the 1990s; however, after the 90s, NLP studies cover almost all areas
of information science. CiteSpace identified seven main clusters. The first cluster is
named as “web search engines” by CiteSpace, and it comprises studies covering
information retrieval on the web. This cluster is close to the second cluster named “full
text documents,” and thus, these two clusters are considered as one. The works in
these clusters continue from the 50s, and it is expected to continue in the future. The
most important observation about this cluster is social media, which started in 2010,
and the more recent information literacy issues. It can be inferred that while the
previous problem of information on the web is “accessing information,” the current
problem is “accessing meaningful and correct information.”
Keywords, which refer to human behaviors that affect information retrieval, are shown
on the “collaborative information behaviors” cluster. Recent words are generally
focused on social media just as in the previous cluster.
It is possible to track keywords on online catalogs and databases subjects, which are
the results of the use of online systems in libraries, from the “adaptive information
retrieval system” cluster. This cluster is convergent to the LIS domain, and it includes
issues focused on information retrieval in libraries.
Works on health information retrieval help health subjects to create a cluster of health
issues on the map. The keywords related to the methods and techniques for accessing
health information can be seen from the “clinical narrative” cluster. Perhaps, the main
reason for the formation of a separate cluster for health field in this map is the journals
(e.g., Qualitative Health Research, Journal of Health Communication and Health
Information, and Libraries Journal) that are indexed in the Web of Science under the
LIS topic and are focused on health issues.
In the “linking libraries” cluster, where the NLP techniques are used in bibliometric studies,
there are words such as “information representation,” “citation analysis,” and
“bibliometrics.” The “partial relevance judgment” cluster, which deals with information
problems and is included in the “collaborative information behavior” cluster after a 10-year
period, seems to focus on the end user experience and information retrieval processes.
6
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Journal Co-Citation Analysis
Co-citation analyses aim to reveal similarities to present general structures of research
domains. Journal co-citation analyses help to develop core journal lists that are specific
to the domains, reveal the expertise of the areas through published literature, and
develop effective collections for users (McCain, 1991, p. 291). The aim of this study is
to suggest a core journal collection for researchers and librarians working on the field
of LIS and using NLP techniques in their works. In this context, the most frequently
cited journals7 and the links between these journals are shown in Fig. 5. All journal
titles are standardized so that journal title changes do not affect the consistency of the
journal co-citation map.
As seen in Fig. 5, CiteSpace determined six clusters for journal co-citation map, which
are "information retrieval," "seeking context," "information retrieval system design,"
"information retrieval: Health," "authorship attribution," and "library’s role." The
“information retrieval” cluster starts with Information Retrieval Journal. Association for
Computing Machinery has a significant impact in this cluster. Several ACM journals
can be traced in the cluster. It is important for researchers conducting investigations
on information retrieval to follow ACM publications and ACM SIGIR conferences to be
informed about latest developments in their fields. In the cluster #3 (information
retrieval), there are journals that focus on information retrieval in the health sciences.
Researchers working in the field of health information may benefit from these journals.
The second cluster containing journals on information behaviors starts with The
Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology.8 This journal is
also connected with the information retrieval cluster. Other journals in this cluster are
Online Information Review, Aslib Proceedings, Library Quarterly, and the Annual
Review of Information Science, which cover key topics in LIS.
Considering cluster #2, researchers seeking publications on information retrieval
system design for information centers may follow LIS journals such as Electronic
Library, Library Trends, Journal of Academic Libraries, and Cataloging and
Classification Quarterly.
The “authorship attribution” cluster includes journals on the subject of bibliometrics,
such as Scientometrics and Journal of Informetrics as well as interdisciplinary journals
such as Science and Nature. It seems that cluster #4 is a cluster that includes
bibliometrics studies using NLP techniques. Researchers conducting bibliometric
studies may follow the journals listed in this cluster.
Although the last cluster is identified by CiteSpace as “library’s role,” this cluster
includes journals on computer science and management indexed in LIS subject in the
Web of Science. Interdisciplinary researchers who work for computer science and LIS
may benefit from the journals listed in the cluster.
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Top 1% of cited journals are selected for visualization.
The name of the journal was American Documentation between 1956 and 1969.

Figure 5. Journal co-citation map of NLP papers (https://goo.gl/fdULTP).

Document Co-Citation Analysis
Document co-citation analysis method, which is primarily based on identifying pairs of
highly cited papers (Garfield, 2001, p. 2), may be useful for expediting knowledge and
building consilience across disciplines (Trujillo & Long, 2018). The most co-cited
articles by NLP papers on LIS subject is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Document co-citation map of mostly cited papers (for interactive map, please visit https://goo.gl/yiw5ix).

According to the map created by VosViewer, five different clusters were determined.
The first cluster (red) includes 179 publications on information retrieval subject. The
book entitled "Introduction to Modern Information Retrieval" (Salton, 1983) is the
strongest node in this cluster with 304 links and 1695 total link strength. It is followed
by “Information Retrieval” (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) and “Relevance Weighting of Search
Terms” (Robertson & Sparck-Jones, 1976). Publications in this cluster can serve as
reference guides for authors who work in information retrieval domain.
The cluster defined as the green color contains 107 publications on human information
behaviors. The most co-cited paper in this cluster is "Cognitive Perspectives of
Information Retrieval Interaction: Elements of a Cognitive IR Theory" with 316 links
and 1997 total link strength (Ingwersen, 1996). It is followed by the papers "The Design
of Browsing and Berrypicking Techniques for the Online Search Interface" (Bates,
1989) and "Inside the Search Process: Information Seeking from the Users
Perspective" (Kuhlthau, 1991).
The blue cluster contains 62 papers published on topics of human information behavior
and information retrieval. The most important difference of this cluster from the green
one is the similarity of blue and red cluster subjects. The most frequently co-cited paper
of this cluster is “Ask for Information Retrieval: Background and Theory” by Belkin,
Oddy, and Brooks (1982).

Forty-four publications are shown on the yellow cluster. The cluster includes articles
published in the main LIS subfields. The green cluster containing the information
behavior issues resembles the yellow one from the point at which it contains similar
subjects. The most commonly cited title is “Relevance: Review of and a Framework
For Thinking on Notion in Information Science” (Saracevic, 1975).
The last cluster contains 41 publications and is defined with a pink color. The
publications in this cluster seem to be focused on the philosophy of librarianship and
information retrieval. The most frequently co-cited publication is “Language and
Representation” (Blair, 1990).9

Discussion
Natural language processing can be used to understand and evaluate information
effectively, and it became especially useful with the continuous rise in the amount of
information. The main purpose of this study is to reveal opportunities to use NLP
techniques in LIS field as well as to draw a framework for early career researchers who
intend to conduct studies on LIS field using NLP techniques. In accordance of this
purpose, this study focused on finding answers to three basic research questions,
which were discussed below.
The first research question was designed to determine which natural language
processing applications were generally used by LIS field. According to the findings, the
first NLP studies in the field of LIS were based on the subject of information retrieval
and information retrieval systems. Besides, it was found that NLP applications were
used in many subjects in LIS from traditional librarianship to next-generation practices.
The main research topics of NLP applications in LIS are user experiences, information
behaviors, bibliometrics and information systems design.
The second research question aimed to determine the most frequently cited journals
in articles that used NLP applications in LIS field. It was found that preferred journals
for citation varied according to the subjects of the studies. According to the results,
ACM is the most important organization for people working for information retrieval
subject in LIS. JASIS&T and Online Information Review journals may be followed for
information behavior subjects; Electronic Library and Library Trends for designing
effective information retrieval systems; Scientometrics and Journal of Informetrics for
bibliometric studies; and journals of IEEE and MIS Quarterly for interdisciplinary issues.
In our study, it was aimed to determine the core publications in order to provide
guideline for researchers who are new to the field. As result, the core publications were
classified in certain subject categories such as information retrieval and philosophy of
librarianship. Through the publications in each subject classes focusing on information
retrieval, information behaviors, information seeking and philosophy of LIS, it is
possible to follow the reference publications of the field.
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Conclusion
In this study, we aimed to reveal main characteristics of NLP-based LIS publications
by using the benefits of social network analysis and bibliometrics. In recent years, the
increase in the amount of information and difficulties in information processing have
led to the use of NLP practices in LIS, which is also an information-based field.
Although it is thought to be a subfield of computer science, NLP techniques have been
widely used in LIS for the past 10 years. In addition, NLP techniques have made it
possible to perform more tasks with less human power in the field of LIS. Because of
their usefulness, it is important to provide ideas about next-generation methods to
people working in LIS field. This study also revealed that NLP is a transdisciplinary
subject for LIS studies. NLP is not only used in technical studies, but also in studies on
library philosophy. Moreover, it was revealed that NLP methods have been used in
many LIS works in the literature, and through this study, the general framework of these
studies in the field of LIS has been drawn.
The most important benefit of this study is the guidance it provides to early-career
researchers who work in LIS field. Through the obtained results, core journals and the
most influential publications were identified and relations of these publications were
revealed. In addition, this study provides a detailed literature review on which NLP
applications can be used in the future studies, which journals can be followed and
which core publications can be read.
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